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Critical Text 

 

GINA HOOVER MATT JACOBS 

Two young americans 

Gina Hoover e Matt Jacobs, due giovanissimi artisti americani esordienti nel campo della pittura e 
della scultura, inaugurano con questa doppia personale, il programma espositivo di arte 
contemporanea, affidato a Intragallery, dal Centro Caprense Ignazio Cerio, per tutta la stagione 
estiva 2016  

Intragallery begins the exhibition program of contemporary art Cerio / Arte 2016, requested to our 
gallery by Centro Caprense Ignazio Cerio, with an exhibition of Gina Hoover and Matt Jacobs, two 
emerging American artists in the field of painting and sculpture respectively. 
 
Pioneers of an innovative art that is a courageous departure from traditional aesthetics and 
historical formalities, Gina Hoover and Matt Jacobs represent experiences and experiments tied to 
new ideas and aesthetic visions that continue to arrive from the United States. Their works are 
ironic, provocative, inventive and entertaining; despite their lightly transgressive spirit they are 
deeply anchored in the serious understanding of craft and formal tradition that typifies young 
artists brought up in the art departments of major American universities, in their case the Tyler 
School of Art at Temple University in Philadelphia and in Rome. 
 
Both Gina Hoover and Matt Jacobs inherit the great tradition of their Abstract Expressionist 
forbears who revolutionized the history of American art of the twentieth century and influenced 
European art as well. In contrast to earlier generations, today's young artists are little attached to 
artistic or political dogma, nor inclined to embrace grand theories of aesthetics and philosophy. 
While communication in the art world today is enormously accelerated and facilitated by digital 
means, the work of these artists seem, paradoxically, more solitary than ever. Both seem to have 
the gift of creating meaning from nearly nothing, from mere sensations, details, left-overs, the 
play of words. Matt Jacob' sculptures use extravagant colors and unorthodox materials in 
prompting the growth of improbable forms. In Gina's case, her abstract paintings retain figurative 
elements; they tell stories that are silent yet tumultuous, strong and poetic. The pictorial space is a 
container for a play between structure and memory weighted with feeling. 
 
  



 

 

 
Gina Hoover was born in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, in 1990. She lives and works in Philadelphia. 
From 2008 to 2012 she studied at the Tyler School of Art in Philadelphia where she received her 
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Painting. Her works have been exhibited both in the United States and in 
Italy: Gleaners Gallery in Philadelphia, 2014; Ecos Gallery in Rome, 2013; Stella Elkins Gallery, Tyler 
School of Art in Philadelphia, 2012; Goldilocks Gallery in Philadelphia 2012; Temple Gallery , 
Temple University Rome, 2011 and 2010. 
 
Matt Jacobs was born in Chicago in 1988. He lives in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, where he is 
currently pursuing his MFA at Tyler School of Art. He received his BFA from the Kansas City Art 
Institute in 2010. His flexible practice bridges the fields of sculpture, painting, drawing, and design 
through a unified sensibility. In 2011 he was awarded an artist residency at The Skaftfell Center for 
Visual Arts in Seydisfjordur, Iceland. His work has been show throughout the United States at The 
Bemis Center for Contemporary Art, Omaha, NE; Glass Curtain Gallery, Chicago, IL; The Masonic 
Lodge, Marfa, TX; The University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS; Marylhurst Univeristy, Portland, OR; and 
Epsten Gallery in Kansas City, MO. His work has been featured online in Beautiful Decay and It’s 
Nice That, and cited by The Chicago Tribune, The Chicago Reader, and The Kansas City Star. 
Recently, Jacobs collaborated with Made in Americana, a New York based design group, to 
produce an edition of artist designed lamps. 

 


